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Growth of Knowledge and Understanding of The Sun-Earth System
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NEW KNOWLEDGE

1704  Newton describes solar prism spectrum

1724  Fahrenheit Hg Thermometer invented

Cycle 23-24 Minimum Epoch

“Mini Maunder Minimum”

F10.7 cm Radio Flux

MgII Index

Total Solar Irradiance (TSI) 1360.85 W/m²
Solar Magnetic Activity and Total Irradiance Since the Maunder Minimum
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Figure 9  Modelled total irradiance and disc irradiance since 1600.
Solar Dynamics Observatory
Gives new pictures of solar atmosphere variability at beginning of Solar Cycle 24
Next 40 Years

2010 to 2050

Important?
If trend continues to 2050, temperature anomaly ~ 1.3°C
World Population Growth
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